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An Open Message To Andrew Tate's Slander Of Satanism

Andrew Tate,

This is High Priest Hooded Cobra from the Joy of Satan Ministries, the largest online Satanic Organization.

Recently it has come to my attention that you have falsely slandered Satan and Satanism.

This message is to help you understand the situation behind this a little bit better, so that you have a clearer view of this subject rather than following misinformation about it.

Whether or not Lil Nas X is doing hollywood selling acts about twerking his rear on what you both believe "The Devil" actually is, you are also (likely) naively reacting to this by equally presenting misinformation on subjects you seldom understand. You are both equally naive.

He was naive in playing into what his Matrix puppeteers told him, but you have been equally ignorant in accepting an array of false information that has been put in front of everyone's eyes for decades now, but extends back into centuries.

The message here is supposed to rectify this disinformation.

In our platform, when the fallout on you has taken place, I have posted a message to inquire about you instead of blindly attacking you with a barrage of defamation.

Since you have become largely viral and admittedly with great disappointment I saw how you were taken down for inflammatory comments which I personally understood as a blend of lies projected on you, and maybe some misplaced communication on your behalf due to not exactly comprehending where your fame was getting you at, or even a shortage of awareness about how your communication could affect others.

I watched with even greater disappointment on our society, on how they care for situations such as this, while true criminals and truly erosion making elements are walking around even proclaimed as heroes on a daily basis by the “establishment”.
Since in Spiritual Satanism one of the core virtues is to try to act in Justice, I have looked upon your recent situation not in the light the media wanted to present of you, but rather due to personal experience of how slander is, by attempting to create a true conversation around who you might be and what you might be doing.

In that message, I have asked our community what they think of you and about your case. Regardless of whom accepted your opinions, some of which were sounding severe, everyone agreed to the fact that un-personing you was not consistent with the values of a freedom respecting society.

As opinions in our forums were divided, there was no attempt on an official level from JoS to lie about you, let alone defame you, especially in the face of what has recently been done against you.

It is rare and almost impossible nowadays to maintain a level headed approach to emotionally debated subjects, but we have done this towards you.

Clearly, you have not done any of the same towards “us” or collectively “our faith”, as recently you spoke about in one recent video.

It has recently come to our attention that you have certain misconceptions about Real Satanism that have arose from ingesting false information and misplaced visual imagery as promoted by those who run the media outlets and are in the systemic deception of driving this world into a full and total disaster.

Some of these false perceptions include:

1. Satanism is about immorality
2. People sell their "soul to the devil for money"
3. Satanism is "evil".

In order to understand who formed these negative opinions and stimulus for you, then you must understand that the people who run the "Matrix", actually hate and detest Satanism as the "enemy faith". In Hebrew, "Ha-Satan" means "The Adversary", and any cultural thing that predates Judaism, is considered an "Enemy".

In that spirit, they are doing everything to purposefully declare Satanism as evil and promote atrocity, degeneracy, and even criminality to it, while pinning all the blame to their enemies.

The method to do this is through internal sabotage and re-affirming notions that come from the vilification of the Ancient Gods and Satan, which comes from the cultural and religious writings of the temporary "current" Matrix owners.
Your perceptions about false “Satanism”, or the creation of our enemies is correct: They have tried to pervert the religion that belongs to their cultural enemy by expressing corrosive messages through it, to sabotage the view of Satan and Satanism into this world as much as possible.

These people have written history, have been in the decision offices for centuries, and some call them the heads of the Matrix, while we have a different fundamental view and engage in more specific names and definitions for these people.

Your fundamental views on Satanism are only a surface matter, and they remain inherently false.

On the side of truth, it is truth that Satanism and everything that has to do with it, is purposefully being used in symbolism in order to defame symbols by injecting them with evil and degenerate iconography.

In war politics, that is internal sabotaging. This practice is identical to an agent trying to take over an opposing political party, to cause crimes and defame it’s whole ideology in the eyes of the world.

The people who do this and instruct others to do that, or have done this, call themselves “Jews” and in their language, “Satan” means “Enemy” or “Adversary”.

Them going into and sabotaging the religion of their enemies is a common practice they have done to cause massive defamation to the religions that oppose them.

As they are defaming you by cutting down isolated pieces from interviews, so Satan and the Ancient Gods have been likewise defamed by misinterpretations of their mythology, the writing of systematic lies, wrong usage of their symbols, and other vehement practices.

That interpretation did not happen by real disciples of Satan, or those versed in the above mythology or knowledge, but arose out of a need to create a specific subculture to market, defame, and cause social damage while at it.

On the side of lies, you being misinformed is making you a liar in the sense that you are totally uneducated on the above or any reality pertaining to the above.

That is certainly understandable given your occupation has nothing to do with these subjects, and therefore, one’s perception like yourself has been molded carefully by the controllers of the media who want to purposefully associate all the symbols of the Ancient Religions with utter degeneracy.

Our approach to the matter does not start with the rise of Judaism-centred faiths, which support that Satan is a form of evil creature.
As these beliefs are very recent chronologically and historically, the REAL seeker of any TRUTH must look on if these large lies of society are actually TRUE or FALSE.

We have made our investigation and have seen otherwise. Our beliefs are based on historical, mythological, linguistic and religious but also scientific observances on who “Satan” is and who He is not.

The largest and most well designed Matrix program is actually the false perception that Satan is “Evil”.

The careful manufacturing of this program was purposefully made in order to create a degenerate humanity, society and disallow the progress of all human beings.

In reality, the meaning of the very word “Satan” predates all the Abrahamic Systems by thousands of years, and finds itself sourced in Vedic and other lores of the Ancient Past, relating in all of these with Truth, Understanding, Direct Perception, Realization, and pretty much everything that makes a human being capable of perceiving truth.

Unlike other “renown” organizations which are controlled by or authored same subterranean beings who you claim are after you, the Joy of Satan is the True place of information about Spiritual Satanism.

No other place online or offline truly represents Satanism, or is in accordance to Satan’s will, whom we recognize as a True being. We are the largest and the truest Satanic Organization.

Certain other “organizations”, have been occasionally used to either troll society, or cause minor upset of societal norms, commonly being controlled by the Matrix owners or just by people who wanted to make a quick joke – or a defamation campaign towards degeneracy as the jewtrix is commonly creating for itself.

These cannot be taken seriously anymore as one would take a random crazy individual’s word over “Christianity”, compared to what the Vatican would opine on a subject.

From a standpoint, we are the highest authority in Satanism by default.

Satan is NOT what you think he is, and the same goes for the being underlying behind this identity.

You always claim yourself to be defamed, but the ultimate defamation campaign is something that has happened towards Satan Himself first and foremost.
In regards to doing any true research to find if something is true or not, which you request for others to do for you, it’s also necessary that you are requested to stop slandering Satan since you have made no research into what Satanism truly is.

If research done here does not satisfy you or you cannot read it, that means you are a liar and foolish.

Additionally, your views which in no way coincide with Christianity or the Christian Bible. Like most Christians, you have made up an identity of Christianity that is exclusively your own and in opposition with the Bible and Christianity in it’s core.

Promoting sexuality, power, strength of character, wealth, empowerment of an individual and all the things you so much claim to preach as “positive messages to society”, same as the “Warrior Spirit” mentality, are not the Moral or ethical virtues of Christianity, nor they ever were.

These virtues are opposing to Christianity, which is a tool that has been used for centuries to enslave the people of the world, making them slaves of mind and spirit.

Likewise, there is nothing spiritual in Christianity, except of maybe a few stolen messages that come from religions predating it by thousands of years. These religions were later called "Of the Devil".

In addition, your purposeful or rather misinformed positioning on the subject of "Christianity being about good" and "Islam", are likewise total lies produced from what I would like to call as massive ignorance.

Christianity, Islam and Judaism, have been paragons of genocide and have collectively have done more genocide and cultural destruction than any other religious systems in the history of mankind.

The same goes for the Truth, which is used as a DEFAMATORY term within this faith. The central enemy of this faith is called “Satan”, or as explained, in Sanskrit, TRUTH.

The life that you practice and the things that you do, according to Christian Dogma or the claimed beliefs of “Jesus Christ” himself, will land you straight into the lake of fire.

If you are a “True Christian” as you claim after reading our sites and after maybe reading the “Bible”, then you must understand that selling all your possessions, communistically considering yourself an equal to all else, abandoning seeking and knowledge and just having blind faith and never doing any intellectual research on any subject, is all a hypocrisy, so is Islam yet another hypocrisy of a highest caliber and a slavery based system of faith.
Do not forget also about loving anyone and hating nobody such as even your enemies, among other things are the things you “ought” be doing to win “God’s Grace”. You are certainly not allowed to differentiate yourself in Christianity and remaining into a meek slave is what will reward you and get you to heaven. The more abuse you receive, the more illiterate you are, and the worse down in poverty, the “higher in heaven” you will be; “Blessed are the poor in spirit” has said the Rabbi named Jesus Christ.

In regards to your “wealth”, if you are such a good Christian, you might as well donate the entirety of it to the Church [a well known pedophiliac institution], because as Jesus has said “It is easier to pass a camel from the eye of the needle than for a rich man to go in heaven” and “The love of money is the root of all evil”, so you are undoubtedly, by Biblical standards, not only evil, but you will not be going to “heaven”.

You are committing a sin based on the Christian Morality by being rich.

Whether or not this lack of understanding arises by you accepting popular misinformation or purposeful disinformation of the masses remains to be seen.

However, granted how common this level of hypocrisy is at the public, and those who boastfully declare like yourself that “know God”, it is not uncommon for you to require to shed some ignorance on the subject.

This can be a rather painful experience, as it will collapse most of your notions about the made up philosophical approach you have in your mind in regards to what “Christianity” or “Satan” truly are.

Lastly, it would be interesting if you also considered that since you yourself commonly find yourself under tons of allegations and accusations, to not do the same towards Satan, who is nobody else but the head of all Ancient Pantheons that predated Christianity, Islam and Judaism.

These Pantheons and Religious systems which are not only superior versions of ethical, spiritual and supernal understanding, but also, were based on the most sound, divine and naturally inspired morality.

Christianity, Islam and Judaism are only cheap and defunct copies of the above.

Values like Courage, Bravery, Masculinity, Warrior Spirit, Truth, all of these, are sourced into Pagan Spiritual knowledge and material, and ethical norms that were the central core norms of the systems that predated Christianity.

Christianity and Islam have exterminated these systems to instate values of injustice, turning the other cheek even when it’s unjust to do so, avoid life, deny one’s existence, condemn science and meditation, call money and finances “evil”, hate civilization and
family, with Jesus advising his disciples to "abandon their family and society altogether if they want to follow him".

These three religions also have caused the most bloodshed in the world, and have given our world the worst downturn towards ignorance that we have ever seen.

The above cultural attack and inversion against Satan was done on political and other motivations by people that have went by many names over the centuries, such as the authors of the newfound matrix, people that are presently called the Jews, who authored lies about Satan about him being evil, and perpetuate the same lies to this day through popular media, view and opinion.

As a concluding note this should serve as a thought process to follow before you launch blind attacks as you constantly complain you have been the victim of.

We believe in Satya and the striving for eternal Truth.

Anyone who is on the side of Truth in this world is on our side, and whomever follows lies and perpetuates decay is on the side of our enemy.

Try to not be one of them.

© Joy of Satan Ministries
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Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]

Hate to say, but to rank the enemy systems, on a "quality" basis:

1. Judaism: That's because those who made the other two kept the good things for "themselves". Genocidal against everyone else.

Judaism is what the "masters" use for themselves, while they export the other two systems. To their slaves and future victims.

2. Christianity: Because it was made to enslave people but has Pagan Solar Religion that is strong, yet is extremely dangerous and perverted, genocidal too, bastion and bulwark of Jewish protection as it advises the utmost protection towards Jews and self-mutilation of the soul of those who follow it.

The little wisdom in it is stolen, and misplaced, making it very dangerous with the only thing that can compare to it being Islam, which is the pinnacle of ignorance. It creates a self-suicide to those who get it.
3. **Islam**: Deadliest and stupidest among the three, it preaches the stupidest values. The worst, as it is deviated from the Pagan Solar Religion with stolen elements, stands above all as the dumbest. It's built also on protecting jews to a lesser extent, and preaches genocide.

Islam is based on both stupidity and brutality, making it effective for enslaving people, but dangerous for the same end. The low degree of intelligence that it brings humans to create societal collapse.

Wisdom in it is very little on purpose, it is not made for pseudo-thinkers like Christianity is. Made superficially for the most foolish and simplest minded, without any wisdom in it, to turn them further into genocidal brutes.